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Vicar’s letter
Adam Rylett
I wonder what has been significant for you in the last year. What
will you remember 2018-19 for, what has changed in your life? A
new life, a new job, a new school, or even a new country, maybe
the loss of someone close, or perhaps it seems like nothing at all
has changed for you. As I reflect on the last year I am struck by the
faithfulness of God, to St Paul’s in a year of great change and to
myself and my family as he has guided us to Kingston. Whatever
the last year has held for you, I hope that you too have been aware
of the faithfulness, kindness and love of God in every situation at
home, work and church.

And so, in this report we give thanks to God for that faithfulness in every area of the life of our
church, from Rainbows to Evergreens, covering a community of people diverse in age and
background, united by his love; worshipping, praying and serving together. But we must also give
thanks to the many people who have also been faithful in love and service of God and his church
in this place, for the volunteers and leaders, for the church wardens, the PCC and the staff team.
St Paul’s is truly a body where every piece plays its part and
this report should honour the whole.
However, our annual report should not just draw us to look to
the past, but also to the future. God’s faithfulness over the
last year should give us hope for the future; seeing the things
that he has called us to in the past should give us vision for
the opportunities he still has planned for us. And as I have
prayed about the future over the last six months, I have been
drawn to two seemingly contradictory verses.
See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive it? I am
making a way in the wilderness and streams in the wasteland. (Isaiah 43:19)
‘Stand at the crossroads and look; ask for the ancient paths, ask where the good
way is, and walk in it, and you will find rest for your souls.’ (Jeremiah 6:16b)
How can the Lord be doing a new thing and calling us to walk the ancient paths at the same
time? I believe that he is reminding us that the path of discipleship is not new, come near to God
and he will come near to you (James 4:8a). The question is will we walk in that path,
devote ourselves to the Word, to prayer and worship, and to being discipled and discipling others
in community? Because the Lord is doing a new thing, he is alive, he is creative, he is dynamic;
that is what he does!
We have so much to be thankful for within our church community, but I long to see God
making a way in Kingston, pouring out streams of his living water, bringing healing, life and light
wherever it goes, seeing
his lost daughters and
sons awakening to his
love and coming home
to him; that they too may
know his faithfulness to
them.
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Church Warden’s Report
Fiona Cole & Steve Procter
Well that’s been an interesting year! The report published for the Annual Parochial Church
Meeting for 2017/ 2018 acknowledged we would be saying farewell to Simon Coupland and that
plunged us into an interregnum. So for part of this year we were without a vicar and therefore
your Church Wardens have decided for one year only to write a “Church Wardens Report” rather
than the traditional “Fabric Report”.
The PCC appointed us as “Parish Representatives” to work with the
Archdeacon and our church Patrons to appoint a new vicar. There can
often be a long period between vicars but as a PCC we rose to the
challenge of a short interregnum! A PCC subgroup was appointed to
write the Parish Profile and Person Specification. It was a frenetic time.
Some fantastic background work was undertaken and a great Profile
produced but this could not have been achieved without the feedback
from over 100 church members and the massive prayer support that
swung into action as the church prayed for the individual we knew God
had chosen for us. If that wasn’t a sufficient challenge then our Youth
Pastor Jen Burtenshaw resigned to follow God’s calling into teaching as
well as setting up home with her new husband. Special thanks to Helen Kirk, Mark Louw, Lesley
Bell and Fiona de Quidt on the PCC subcommittee and to Caroline Dennis plus Jen Burtenshaw
for organising prayer gatherings. And of course Caroline for her support in producing the Parish
Profile and organising Adam’s Induction and Institution Service.
Thanks too for The Leadership Programme run by Dale Kirk which galvanised all our group
leaders across different areas of ministry to challenge their thinking and equip them with new
skills and insights.
So here we are one year later with Adam, Gen and the Rylett family in the vicarage and
Charlie Auton joining as our new Youth Pastor on 1st April. Phew!
Our boilers also decided to present us with a challenge and so we completed the installation of
a new heating system which although not yet tested by a severe winter is already showing
savings on our heating costs. Next up was coordination of the repairs and refurbishment of the
vicarage between the Couplands moving out and the Ryletts moving in.
Looking forward our lighting system has started to develop some issues - we just managed to
avoid Adam’s installation by candlelight! It will require work to bring it back up to full functionality.
Maintenance in the church building has been on a fairly low level DIY basis but there is always a
significant “To Do/wish” list including such areas as the pathway and the ramp into the church.
Two BIG CLEAN events kept the cobwebs at bay but
perhaps the most significant project moving forward is
a critical look at the space we currently occupy in the
church and possible opportunities, developed for us
by Soji Abas. All the issues we know are irritating like
the inadequate kitchen/servery and toilet provision
falls under the scope of this.
Finally, from both of us a HUGE thank you to
everyone who pitched in, cleaned, helped and, prayed
through this year.
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Kidzone
Lizzie Cronin
A huge thank you is due to all the leaders and helpers who run the Sunday morning groups
and the other activities that we run for primary school aged children. All leaders and helpers are
DBS checked and undertake safeguarding training. We have also benefitted from some of the
Hungry teenagers helping in various ways as part of their Duke of Edinburgh award scheme.
The Sunday morning groups for those aged 11 and
under are as follows: Little Fish for babies and younger
nursery school age children and Bubbles for older
nursery school age and reception age children—both
these groups meet in the rooms at the back of church.
The older children meet down at St Paul’s School in 3
groups; Splash for years 1 and 2, Xstream for years 3
and 4 and Vision for years 5 and 6.
HangOut, our monthly youth club for kids in
school years 3-6 continues to be popular with 25-35
kids usually attending. The club is aimed at St Paul’s
kids and their friends and we hope to provide an environment where they can build friendships
and learn more about what following Jesus means. There are a variety of activities including
football, Wii games, crafts (the edible crafts are very popular) and face and nail painting that the
kids can enjoy. Take-away pizza is eaten and there is a short faith based talk at the end of the
evening. We have had a good variety of speakers including some from our youth group who have
been well received.
Our summer holiday club for primary school aged kids
took place in August. The theme was Teambuilders and
we looked at various characters from Jesus ‘team’ and
thought about what qualities make a good team player
when following Jesus. 71 kids came to the club, mostly
from the local community. We had an excellent team of
helpers, including a junior team from Hungry who were
great! The club ran for 5 mornings and enjoyed outside
activities, crafts, Bible stories, puppets, worship, games
and fun. A taste of the holiday club experience was given
to those who came to church
on the following Sunday for
the holiday club service.
We are keen that our groups should be open and welcoming to all
kids whatever their particular needs and we have a small team of
helpers who are available to offer support to any child who would
benefit from it. This team is led by Joy Sanderson, who is a qualified
teacher and has experience in this area. Our fully equipped sensory
room is available for use at any of our sessions. The sensory
room is also used by the local schools during the week who value
having this facility available for their additional needs children.
Please speak to Lizzie if you would like to join the team, we always
need more helpers in various capacities.
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Youth 11-18’s
Adam Rylett
The last twelve months could have been
a turbulent time for the young people of St
Paul’s with the departure of our sorely
missed Youth Pastor, Jen Bertenshaw in
September 2018. But thanks, in no small
part to Jen and the dedicated team that
took over from her, it has been another
year marked by joy and growth.
Sunday morning Hungry meetings
continue to be well attended and enjoyed,
so much so that at the end of the autumn term it was decided that the group would multiply to
accommodate the numbers, with years 7-8 meeting together and years 9-11. This plan is also
looking forward to next September, when a new cohort will join increasing the numbers and the
opportunities for community even further!
Since January we have had a monthly
youth social in order to continue the build
on the relationships within the whole
group, and a weekly youth Alpha session
on Sunday evenings. These have been
well attended and have continued to
promote a good group identity and deepen
the groups understanding of living in
relationship with Jesus.
In August 2018 a group went to the Soul
Survivor summer festival and had a
fantastic time, an even larger group are
intending to go in August 2019, although
this will sadly be the last Soul Survivor summer event. However small groups have continued the
link through the year by visiting Soul Survivor in Watford for their Saturday evening celebrations.
We are excited about the coming year and praying
that God will continue to strengthen the group and
draw us deeper into relationship with him and his
church. And we are delighted by, and thankful for,
the arrival of our new Youth Pastor, Charlie Auton,
at the beginning of April 2019; we pray that he
settles in well with the group and the church and that
God will continue to guide and bless us together.
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Rainbows and Dads do Rainbows
Lizzie Cronin & Ian Hunt
Rainbows continues to flourish, despite some struggles
with helper numbers. We lost some of our key team members,
but they have been gradually replaced by others from St Paul’s
and from the Rainbows groups as parent helpers. We are keen
to have good teams of committed helpers as we aim to reflect
God’s character and grace to those who attend the groups.
Our four weekly groups each have a different character and cater for different age groups. Our
sensory room is open on Wednesday and Friday mornings and is especially appreciated by those
who have children with additional needs. We continue to give prayer blankets to families who
have just had a new baby. These gifts are knitted with prayer by members of St Paul’s and given
with an explanatory card. They are appreciated and cherished by those who receive them and
are a way to let people know how much God loves them and their children.
In October we held a Fun Day, opening the church to the local community, offering various
stalls and activities, some free of charge, and serving refreshments. St Paul’s School ran a
popular woodwork activity. The money raised was split between Moment-um Children’s Charity in
memory of one of our Rainbows children, and Rainbows. This money allowed us to replace our
broken bubble tube in the sensory room and buy a new market stall for our activity area. In
November InTime Photography made their annual visit. This firm is run by Kans, one of our
original Rainbows mums, who is excellent at getting good pictures of wriggling children! She also
donates 25% of what she makes to Rainbows. In March we had a visit from the King’s College
Hospital Oral Health team who give free, friendly advice about how to look after little teeth. Katy
Simpson, of Katy’s Fitness, also paid us a visit to offer free ‘Mummy MOTs’ to our families.

Our Rainbows Xtra services continue to be popular with 50 to 60 families coming each time.
These take place twice a term; there is a short service aimed at pre-schoolers and based around
a Bible story told with puppets. This is followed by refreshments with fun activities for the
children. We have a prayer station set up where people can light a candle or write a prayer
request and the Rainbows team are available to offer prayer ministry to those who would like it.
Dads do Rainbows is run by dads for dads every month, including
during school holidays when most other toddler groups are closed. It’s on a
Saturday so most working dads can come and has become a regular
meeting point for some. We think normalising dads looking after kids helps
bring an understanding in families of the demands of each others job and
creates more harmony. It also creates an environment where dads can
simply hang out and know the children are safe. We have built a contact list
of about 90 dads who we email before each session and attendance has
been consistently around 40 families. We also have a flyer which lists every
session for the year and often plug Dads do Rainbows at the weekday
sessions. The numbers provide a good buzzy atmosphere with enough social and anonymity as
people require. We play music over the PA system so that there is never a lull to silence. The
relaxed format is geared to allow a dad to turn up totally unprepared and be taken care of—we
provide breakfast of bacon sandwiches, coffee, tea, snacks, juice.
The team is a core of 4 and we aim to grow the team over this year to allow the sessions to
run smoothly and give chance to provide some form of ministry. We’re working on how best to
communicate the ‘why’ behind the group, beyond it being a playgroup for dads.
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Worship
Lis Vernon
The worship team consists of those who lead the worship at the 10.30am and 6.30pm services
(and any other church meeting as required) by playing instruments and singing, and those who
operate our sound desk.
Worship leaders prepare during the week prior to
Sunday they actually lead and if they are scheduled to
lead at a 10.30 service, songs are chosen and ready to
practise with a band on the previous Monday evening.
They endeavor to be intentional in choosing appropriate
songs to lead the congregation. Sometimes songs will be
on a theme such as the greatness of God, holiness, the
Names of Jesus, the cross … or about our heart response
to our God … discipleship, surrender, service. Song
choices are not ‘random’ or dependent upon the worship leaders favourite song of the moment!
Our overall aim is to serve God and the church by seeking to be ‘God focused, Christ
centered and Spirit-led’ in what we do. At basic level, this means remembering that this is about
God, for God and to God (rather than musical performance, although we value musical
competence highly), centered on Christ and what He has done for us through the cross and
being led by the Spirit, seeking to follow His leading as we prepare for worship and as we lead it.
We are so grateful to each musician and singer for the time they put into preparing for worship:
learning and practising songs on their own and with their bands, arranging songs and harmonies,
considering how best to play a song to convey its message meaningfully and to make it as
musically accessible as possible (not necessarily easy!). We thank and appreciate those who
operate the sound desk for us on a weekly basis. For his expertise in this area, and for training
those operating the sound desk we are indebted to the talents of Rik Simpson and greatly
appreciate his knowledge and ability in this challenging technical area.
Grateful thanks and appreciation are also extended to the church’s pianist Tim Qualtrough who
covers the sung worship each week at the 9am service.
We seek to maintain links with other churches in Kingston and attend celebrations and
meetings where possible. The worship team
welcomed Lou Campion from Kingsgate to a meeting
in January where she shared with us some of her
expertise in leading worship.
Our Christmas services were once again a great joy
and blessing and we are grateful to Tim Qualtrough
for playing at ‘Carols around the Piano’ and for Lizzie
Cronin who organized and led the choir of adults and
children for ‘Carols by Candlelight’, so ably
accompanied by Alec Bound on the keyboard and
Rachel Louw on cello.
Anyone expressing an interest in joining the worship team would need to: have a commitment
to St Paul’s; love for God and love of worship; be musical competent (if playing an instrument)
and/or an ability to sing in tune; and to be able to work with others and give and receive
feedback, as appropriate. Please do speak to Lis to find out more.
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Women’s Ministry
Caroline Swallow
The Women’s Ministry has enjoyed another busy year!
This year’s Walk took place in May when 14 ladies, led by Isobel, headed off to Windsor on the
train to enjoy the Changing of the Guard, a lovely sandwich lunch in the sunshine, then a walk in
the Great Park and across to Eton and back by the river. In June Les and Rose organised
another Pause for Thought evening on the theme of Recognise and Release with four prayer
stations and a worship session facilitated by Lis Vernon. In July, 25 of us went on the vintage
Routemaster bus to Wahaca in Wimbledon for a
very enjoyable meal. Cake and Craft continues its
termly sessions, now led by Gill Campbell, where
those of us who enjoy craft get together in the
church for a chat and tea and cake. There are
also two thriving book groups – the Friday one is
full but the Thursday morning one does have
some spaces – speak to Bronwen Christie if you
are interested in joining.
The highlight of our year was, as in previous
years, the Women’s Weekend away in October at
the Oasts Retreat Centre in East Sussex, where
once again we were fortunate with the weather. We were also
supremely fortunate in our speaker, Hils Grew of Holy Trinity in
Cheltenham who led us in a very powerful exploration of ’Faith –
What are you expecting?’ Basing her sessions on Numbers 13
(when Moses sent out 12 spies to Canaan; but only Joshua and
Caleb trusted in God and believed the Israelites could take
possession of the land) she showed us that we needed to drop our
“human sized” glasses and put on God’s “heavenly sized” glasses
instead. Only then will we get the full perspective and be able to
use our faith, which is like a magnet which attracts the activity of
God. Her message was really powerful and impacted all of us. For
the first time prayer stations were set up in the chapel offering a
peaceful space for reflection, much appreciated by those who enjoyed it. The team is currently
planning a return visit to the Oasts during May 2020.
Our final activity for this year was a Brunch in March, at which
Jennifer Rees-Larcombe spoke to us about the Changing
Scenes of Life – it was wonderful to host her again and over 70
women came to hear her.
We have said goodbye to four of the team this year as Deb
Baker, Heather Coupland, Louise Thomas and Helen
Zandbergs have gone to St Richard’s – we miss them and
would like to record our thanks for all they have done for the
Women’s Ministry over the years. The team has welcomed new
members Jacqui Bolton, Gill Campbell, Nicky Croft and Maggie
Millar in their place and we look forward to another year of
helping the women of St Paul’s grow in their relationships with
God and each other.
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Pastoral Care
Fiona de Quidt & Isobel Johns
We would like to say a huge “thank you” to everyone in the church family who has taken the
time and trouble to show care and concern to those around them. This may have been through
offering a listening ear, a comforting hug, a prayer, practical support or a mixture of all these.
Sometimes all people need, is just to be noticed or heard when they are going through a tough
time; this may then need to be followed up with more specific pastoral care.
It is always a challenge in a large church like St Paul’s to make sure that nobody is missed
who needs support. The various networks, such as the small groups, men’s and women’s
ministries, Rainbows etc, are vital as a first point of contact. People are far more likely to share
their needs or concerns within existing friendships. However, we are aware that there will always
be some folk who fall outside these networks.

We are always grateful to be alerted to needs which may not have been picked up elsewhere,
or to help with more difficult situations. (Whenever necessary, we liaise with Lizzie Cronin,
Church Safeguarding Officer for Children; Fiona is Safeguarding Officer for Vulnerable Adults).
During the past year visits have been made to individual homes, local hospitals and care
homes; lifts arranged to church and to medical appointments; meals cooked and shopping done.
Christmas hospitality has also been offered to folk who would otherwise have been at home
alone. This was much appreciated by all.
Fiona takes communion to a couple of people who are housebound, usually on a monthly
basis. She is always happy to arrange this, whether those concerned are members of St Paul’s
or not. Please let her know if you, or someone else, might appreciate this. She also takes a
monthly service at Galsworthy House Nursing Home and offers pastoral care to a number of
guests living there.
Thanks to donations to the church Pastoral Fund, we have been able to support a number of
people with specific short-term needs. We are also able to make referrals to the Kingston
Foodbank, which offers food to local people in crisis. Please speak to Caroline Dennis, Lizzie
Cronin or Fiona de Quidt if you need more information. Please also remember to leave any
donations for the Foodbank in the church office, or in the box at the back of church.
We always need more people to serve on the driving rota for Sunday services! This
valuable ministry enables those who would not otherwise be able to come, to attend the 9am or
10:30am services. We also need occasional help during the week to assist with GP and hospital
visits. You should be aware that anyone helping with these activities needs a current
safeguarding check (DBS). Please speak to us, or the church office, if you are interested in
finding out more.
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Prayer
Fiona de Quidt & Elaine Brain
“I don’t pray because I’m into prayer; I pray because I’m into Jesus; so we talk.
I don’t believe in the power of prayer; I believe in the power of Jesus;
so I ask him for his help. A lot.”

Pete Greig, from “Dirty Glory”

PRAYER FOR OUR NEW VICAR:
Before and during the Interregnum,
we held a series of prayer evenings to
bless Simon Coupland on his way;
and to pray about the selection of our
new vicar. After a time of worship,
there was an opportunity to reflect
and pray at various prayer stations, before joining together in corporate prayer. We prayed for the
process, as well as for the candidates; seeking God’s will for our new Incumbent. Our prayers
have been abundantly answered with the appointment of Adam Rylett. Please do continue to
pray for him, Gen and their children in their first year at St Paul’s.
PRAYER MINISTRY: We are particularly grateful to Jane Sunkersing, who co-leads
Prayer Ministry, and who is so faithful and constant in prayer for St Paul’s. With her support, we
held a Prayer Ministry Training morning in September, which was open to the whole church.
Teaching and some fun practical sessions were facilitated by Lesley Bell and Fiona de Quidt.
There was also an opportunity to “Listen to God” for each other which was greatly appreciated.
Prayer Ministry is offered every Sunday at all our services (except 8am). This is an opportunity
to receive prayer for yourself, or for someone else, in total confidence. The team are delighted to
listen to God on your behalf, asking Him for words of blessing, encouragement and healing for
the person being prayed for. If you have a heart for prayer and are interested in joining the team,
please speak to Fiona, Lesley, or Jane.
DEEPER: Run by Elaine Brain, Deeper continues to be a monthly opportunity for silent
contemplative prayer, open to all. We meet in church on Saturdays (usually mornings). Using a
variety of approaches, according to personal preference, we meditate and meet with God in
candlelit silence for 30 minutes. This is followed by a time of optional sharing, during which a
theme very often becomes apparent. It is an individual experience yet within a supportive group
setting. Anyone new to this type of prayer is welcome and given some teaching on the methods.
PRAYER ROOM: Adam Rylett created a Prayer Room in the upstairs “Oceans” room for
Lent. This was also made available to the local community. Various stations invited us to draw
close to God; to simply “be” in his presence; as well as to reflect and pray in the run-up to Easter.
Those who came and found space, peace, encouragement and blessing.
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Small groups
Dale Kirk
Our current vision for small groups is to create groups in church which help us:


Go deeper in our relationships with each other and with Jesus



Create safe places of welcome where strong relationships can develop



Meet the needs of the world around us - locally and internationally through our mission
partners



Think about shared topics and themes important to the church.

Our vision for small groups was developed by the
small group leaders in 2018 and continues to be the
foundation of why and how small groups operate in St.
Pauls. It is a collective vision and a growing reality that
it is shared and owned by the small group leaders. We
will review and update our vision as we interpret
feedback from the congregational survey and seek
God about the future. Small groups have always been
a key approach in how the church has grown and
engaged with the world.
Currently we have 11 small groups operating in church and people’s homes with around 130
people involved on a weekly or fortnightly basis on different days. Some groups have a specific
audience (For example, The Tuesday Group, Movers & Shakers, Oasis etc) other groups have a
mixed audience of people with different backgrounds and ages. There is consistent feedback
about the support and encouragement people get from the groups. This year we started one new
group and welcomed several new members. We have a few people wanting to join a group who
will be invited to groups starting after Easter.
In September 2018 while in interregnum, the small groups were encouraged to
follow the same theme looking at Philippians and with Nicky Gumble’s book –
A Life Worth Living. This provided a shared focus and collective approach
through a period of significant change. At other times each group has decided
what theme to follow, but they all involve studying the Bible, praying together
or exploring a book.
We want to create some form of welcome information point about small groups
in St Paul’s (a notice board etc). We are looking at how we can use
ChurchSuite and the website for people to join a small group that meets their
needs. This will mean people are not waiting for the small group coordinator or
the church office for information. If you want to join a small group you can find out about them on
the church website, on the My ChurchSuite app or by emailing
smallgroups@stpaulskingston.org.uk. If you would be interested in leading or hosting a small
group please email us.
Please pray for the small group leaders who open their homes each week, prepare materials
and try to support and care for the different needs of their groups – our leaders do a fantastic job
and give abundantly of their time and energy.
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Evergreens
John Yates
Evergreens is a group where over-55s, from
both outside and inside the church community, can
come together for activities, enjoyment, fellowship
and support. Our core activity is the monthly
gathering for two hours on the first Tuesday of
every month, when 50-60 people meet in the
church to hear an interesting presentation from an
outside speaker, followed by a substantial tea. In
addition, we organize, on a termly basis: outings,
lunches, quizzes and theatre trips.

It has been another very good year for
Evergreens. We have seen membership increasing to 89 - the highest it has ever been; a
strengthening of the committee roles and responsibilities; the development of an excellent team
of helpers and a continuously improving quality of speakers. A different room layout for the
presentations and the organization of the tea that follows the monthly talks, with people now
sitting around tables, has noticeably improved opportunities for conversation and interaction.
The teas and lunches prepared in the church kitchen by Rosanna Day and Lin Lyons and their
team, are of the highest standard and on three occasions the lunches have been followed by
musical recitals by professional musicians. Isobel Johns continues to do an excellent job
organizing the home pick-up minibus service for our less-mobile members.
Highlights of this last year have included the splendid
Christmas lunch at Coombe Wood Golf Club (attended
by 75 people), the powerful talk by Angela Findlay on
`Germany’s post WW2 culture of apology and
atonement’ (attended by 70 people), and the popular
quizzes organized and led by Mark Gibbs. In addition,
there have been minibus outings to Holly Lodge and
Garsons Farm. A very successful enrichment activity
was the visit to the British Museum led by the Rev.
Simon Coupland to see the permanent exhibition of
Anglo-Saxon artefacts.
We are also grateful to the PCC who have continued to make the support and development of
Evergreens one of the annual Mission Action Plan priorities.

Our challenges for 2018/2019 include increasing the participation in the Friday Fellowship
Group facilitated this year by Isobel Johns and Lesley Bell. Although the membership of
Evergreens is open to people of faith and non-faith, we are keen to provide opportunities for
members to explore issues relating to faith and their own spiritual journey.
Finally, we will continue to encourage younger members of the church to join the committee
and become involved in the organization of Evergreens as part of building for the future. We will
also continue to build the membership of Evergreens and to improve the quality of the provision
that we offer. If you are reading this and know of a family member, neighbour or friend who you
think would enjoy coming to Evergreens - please encourage them to do so. Please help us, as a
church community, to build Evergreens together.
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Outreach/Mission
Adam Rylett
In many ways it is easy to produce a report on mission for the church, in other ways it is hard;
because mission is everything that we do as the people of God and as a church. That can be in
our homes, neighbourhoods, schools, offices, clubs… wherever God has called us to be, even
when we meet together! So in many ways you, yes you the reader, are the best person to tell us
what God has been doing as part of his mission through you this year, and short of that then I
encourage you to read the whole of this document to see what mission looks like at St Paul’s, but
other things include:
A leadership course; organised and ran by Dale Kirk and
attended by many in the church exploring how God might be
calling them to use the gifts that God has given them to grow as
leaders both in his church and in the mission fields he has
called us to.
Our continued commitment to steward the resources that God has put under our care to
protect creation and encourage conservation through reduction and reuse.
To support others in mission through our links with KCAH, working with the homeless in
Kingston; Oxygen, working with marginalised young people; The Joel Project, bringing hope and
community; Paul & Helen Hutchinson (WEC), bringing the Good News of Jesus to some of
Britain’s hopeless places; FRRME, working for reconciliation in the Middle East; Insight, taking
the Gospel into the schools of Kingston; Hope Health Action, providing
medical care and much more in Haiti and beyond; Lunchbowl, feeding
the hungry in Kenya; MAF, flying mission and aid to some of the
remotest parts of the world; CSW, supporting persecuted Christians;
the Bakiga Lodge funding mission and conservation through tourism;
and sending two members of our congregation away on short term
projects: Emma Croft and Pippa Coupland.

Safeguarding
Fiona de Quidt & Lizzie Cronin
The PCC is committed to the safeguarding, care and nurture of everyone within St Paul’s
Church. Lizzie Cronin is Parish Safeguarding Officer for Children; Fiona de Quidt is Parish
Safeguarding Officer for Vulnerable Adults. They are responsible for ensuring that everyone at
St Paul’s, whether paid staff or volunteer, who works with our children, or with our vulnerable
adults, completes a DBS check and receives appropriate safeguarding training. In addition, we
ask all volunteers who work with our children to provide additional information about their
previous experience; as well as taking up references. Extra checks are also made with respect to
our volunteer drivers.
In the past year we have processed 37 DBS checks. And 55 Safeguarding training courses
have been completed or are in progress. An Annual Safeguarding Audit is also undertaken to
ensure everything is kept up to date.
We are grateful for the support and advice of the Diocesan Safeguarding Team, to whom we
refer any queries about situations as they arise. A copy of the Southwark Diocese Safeguarding
Policy, “A Safe Church” can be found on our website: https://stpaulskingston.org.uk/about/
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Relationship courses
Andrew & Kate Greenstock
Our marriage, for both of us, is the closest relationship we have in life. It is also the place
where the most pain can happen. 21st century science has an explanation for this - it is all about
connection. We form deep emotional attachment bonds with our life partner. Many of us are
barely conscious of these bonds. But when they’re threatened, by anything from difficult life
events, to just a raised eyebrow from our partner, they can trigger a ‘fight or flight’ reaction. As
we learn about these bonds, we also learn something about God’s love for us and the ways he
and we respond when that bond is under pressure.
For the fourth time this year we are running
the Hold Me Tight relationship course at St
Paul’s, for seven Wednesday evenings
starting on 8 May. We do this with a great
course team from the community and other
local churches.
In the course we dig in to how these bonds
work, through one to one, confidential,
conversations in couples. Therapists entirely optional - are available if we get
stuck. Men find the approach particularly
helpful, because the model we use looks
objectively at the relationship, and explains the mechanics of what is happening in the brain and
body as a relationship thrives or comes under stress. It is highly pragmatic and practical.
Enough from us - we leave you with words from couples about the course last summer. How
could this course benefit your marriage?


“An amazing course to invest in your marriage. Really gets to the heart of repetitive
arguments and solutions to change that pattern.”



“It provides a new language and framework. Helps to understand express and address
loneliness, and disconnection within a relationship.”



“So pleased to now know the reasons why we kept having similar arguments and can see the
bigger picture.”



“We now have the tools to discover the deeper emotions behind everything”



“The presenters are engaging, open, articulate and very aware of their audience and the
potential impact of the course material and exercises”



“We are already more open, more understanding of each other, and so feel safer.”



“I didn’t know what i was expecting but our relationship has notably improved during the
course.”



“I got way more than I hoped.”



“You offer something that is hard to find.”



“Not intimidating in any way - try it.”



“We are not going to continue to have some of our 15 year long fights :-) :-)”
Contact Andrew or Kate to find out more!
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St Paul’s School
Sarah Urry & Maggie Millar
The PCC appoints foundation governors whose role is to uphold the school’s Christian ethos.
The vicar is one, along with Sarah Urry (Chair of Governors), Beverly Thompson (Vice Chair),
Daphne Gibbs, Claudia Huwendiek, Ian Hunt, Jo Hayman, Francesca Clarke and Ed Perry.
We were delighted to welcome Adam Rylett to the team
shortly after his appointment in the autumn term and were
most grateful for his help supporting the PCC to appoint Ed
Perry early in the spring term. As well as the serious business
of school governance, the governing body continues to have
an open, warm and fun relationship with the senior leadership
team and staff. Adam’s collective worships are already very
popular!
St Paul’s School continues to go from strength to strength
as an all through primary school, now with classes in all seven
year groups. The school has recently had an OFSTED
inspection resulting in an overall rating of Good, with Outstanding judgements in “personal
development, behaviour and welfare” and “early years provision”. We were all delighted with this
result which reflected the hard work and commitment of Kevin Edmonds and his staff. It was
particularly delightful that the report highlighted the great respect, tolerance and kindness pupils
show towards others and also the outstanding quality of the Early Years provision, which has
been achieved in only 3 years. In the summer term we will face another inspection—this time it is
the Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools (SIAMS) which is held every 5 years.
Daphne Gibbs, along with Ros Randall, the school’s RE lead, have been leading our preparation
for this inspection.
Once again we have enjoyed a strong relationship between the church and the school. The
Church Wardens closely involved the school in the process of appointing our new vicar with
members of the governing body involved in showing candidates around the school. The teaching
of Religious Education has been a key focus for governors to experience this year in preparation
for our SIAMS inspection. RE lessons, collective worship and RE events have been a part of our
“governor of the month” visits. The school was again an integral part of the PCC Mission Action
Plan and members of the congregation continue to support the children. The school continues to
raise funds for Hope Health Action with the Deputy Head, Nicola Luker, being a driving force in
this after her visit to Haiti last year.
Maggie Millar, Joy Sanderson and her team continue to support the school Bible club.
Formerly known as JC Club, this Friday lunchtime activity has been relaunched this year as
‘Lighthouse’. Open to children in years 3-6, each session comprises a craft activity, game, Bible
story and prayer time. The Borough of Kingston benefits from the input of Insight, a Christian
Schools Work Trust whose workers support local schools in a number of ways including taking
RE classes, leading collective worship and helping with Bible Clubs. Anne Underwood worked
with Lighthouse at St Paul’s until taking maternity leave and her place has been taken by Mike
Straker. Sadly they had to say goodbye to a large number of enthusiastic Year 6 girls who left in
July but they now have a lively cohort of children mainly from years 3 and 4. Please pray that
more will join. Mike, Joy and Maggie feel appreciated and welcomed by the Head Teacher and
staff as they go in week by week and they also value the prayers of members of St Paul’s Church
in support of this outreach activity.
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